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This book will increase your child's vocabulary by associating words in both Spanish and English

with beautiful pictures.Este libro aumentarÃ  el vocabulario de su hijo ya que asocia palabras en

Espanol y Ingles con bonitas ilustraciones.
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My 16 month old son loves this book! It is great for English and Spanish learners/speakers. The

pictures are clear and easy to see. It's great for anyone to read to him as well, since it has both

languages. It has also been said that kids learn to identify objects faster with real pictures than with

drawings. I would highly recommend it.

I purchased 3 similar books as a gift, because I have these books for my daughter who loves them.

They are easy to hold, turn the pages, and she loves the clear photos and bright colors. Bonus

points for words in English and Spanish. I would definitely recommend this line of books for your

little one.

When we received this book, I wasn't as happy about it. I thought the pictures were a bit dull and

was afraid my son wouldn't like it. But he loves it! They hold his attention well and he loves to turn



the pages. It has some more interesting animals in it than the typical cat, dog; though I do wish it

had fewer of the animals like elephant and chimpanzee whose names are almost the same in both

languages and more of the unique ones, but that's a really minor, personal wish rather than even a

complaint.The best part about this book for babies, however, is the material it's made out of. I wish

all board books were coated in whatever this is coated in, because it's the only book we have that

he hasn't managed to chew off a chunk of the binding! I know I can hand him this book to look at

when he's in his high chair or play pen and go do something else for a minute because he won't

swallow pieces of it, and that alone is worth the money.

My son absolutely loves this book! He received this book at 10 months of ageand I wish I had it

sooner. He picks this one up out of a pile of books for me to read to him every day. I have to say I

love the colors and he does too. This book is perfect for babies who are preparing to speak for the

first time. I was hesitant about the size of the book as its rather small but it's actually perfect for little

hands; he carries this around everywhere. I also love that the pictures are real life images and not

drawings. I'll definitely look into similar books.

Cute little book to teach kids a few animal names in Spanish. Book is handheld size, perfect for

rides in the car. My little guy is obsessed with animal pictures so he loves it and his older siblings

like looking at it with him too.

We own all four books in this collection. We are a bilingual household and this books are a great

tool for building vocabulary for our son. He loves to look at the pictures and point at them and wait

for me to say the word. He is one now but we have been reading them since he was 5 or 6 month

old. He can look at the pages of these books for an hour. It's amazing how engaged he can be with

these little books.They have one picture per page. Very simple, just the picture of the object and the

words written below. The pages are not super busy like other picture books that have tons of objects

per page. I believe this is highly effective in keeping my baby engaged.

My 5 year old is LOVING this baby book right now. She keeps asking me what the word for

everything is in Spanish. I had one of these bilingual books since she was a baby that she used to

like when she was just learning to talk. I would turn the page and she would say the word. Now she

is learning to read she loves that she can see the picture and read the word and "learn spanish" She

wanted more books like that one and this one was perfect. She loves it so it doesnt just have to be



for babies.

I got this as a gift for a friend's four-year old son whose primary language is Spanish but goes to

English speaking pre-school. I liked the big pictures of animals with the words in Spanish and

English. He quickly got into 'reading' the words as he looked at the pictures.
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